Travel Awards for 2009

The Division of Biological Chemistry promotes the work of our young talent through the award of Travel Grants. The following is a list of the recipients of Travel Grants to attend 2009 ACS meetings, along with the names of their affiliations and advisors.

Dr. Young-Hoon Ahn, Department of Pharmacology, Johns Hopkins University (Philip Cole)

Hongnan Cao, Department of Biochemistry, UC Riverside (Russ Hille)

Zhou Dai, Department of Chemistry, SUNY Stony Brook (Elizabeth Boon)

Jeffrey Day, Department of Chemistry, UC Davis (Claude Meares)

Dr. Piotr Grzyska, Department of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology, Michigan State (Robert Hausinger).

Richard Hall, Department of Chemistry, Texas A&M (Frank Raushel)
Piyush Jain, Division of Pharmaceutical Sciences, Missouri-Kansas City (Simon Friedman)

Siddhesh Kamat, Department of Chemistry, Texas A&M (Frank Raushel)

Harmanpreet Kaur, Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry, University of Windsor (Bullent Mutus)

Corissa Lamphear, Department of Chemistry, Michigan (Carol Fierke)

Sarmistha Ray, Department of Chemistry, Yale (Alanna Schepartz)

Dr. Lianrong Wang, Department of Biological Engineering, MIT (Peter Dedon)

Chad Whitman, Department of Biochemistry, UT Southwestern (Jennifer J Kohler)

Jiangwei Yao, Department of Pharmacy, Michigan (Garry Dotson)